Modern

reflectıons

A pair of carefully designed courtyard gardens for a
house near Little Venice in west London demonstrate
what can be achieved in a small space when client,
architect and garden designer work together

Summary: modernist front and
back courtyard gardens.
Location: Maida Vale, west
London.
Size: front garden: 2 x 12m (6½ x
39ft); back: 10m x 8m (33 x 26ft).
Soil: imported loam over clay.
Aspect: back garden faces
northeast; front garden is
northwest-facing.
Designer: Chris Moss.
Age of gardens: started in 2010.
Open: not open to the public.

Author: Robert Myers, landscape architect and garden designer.
Photography: Marcus Harpur

Urban courtyard garden

F

rom the street, Hosh
Ibrahim’s house appears
to be a polite conversion
of a Victorian coach
house, tucked behind a
brick wall and shrouded by foliage.
But step inside and you enter what
Hosh calls his ‘batcave’, for linked
to the converted coach house is a
new building where architect Sally
Mackereth has created an impressive
living space, echoing the form of
the joinery workshop that once
occupied the site. Hosh describes
its ambience as ‘Martini modern’,
but it also makes playful reference
to the site’s past – including steel
beams, exposed winches and a huge
textured plaster wall.

Gardens of character
The owner wanted the small front
and rear gardens to reflect the
different characters of the two
buildings, and create a sense of
tranquillity in the city. Garden
designer Chris Moss was appointed
in 2010 and has responded with
two rich, thoughtful but contrasting
courtyard gardens, using simple
layouts that cleverly maximise the
feeling of space and create arresting

Garden designer Chris Moss.
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Front Garden
Chris Moss’s design allows
the back garden to serve as
both outdoor dining room
and contemplative city
oasis. It provides great
views from indoors, while
at the same time reflects
the heritage of the site.
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scenes when viewed from inside.
The coach house contains the
bedroom, with French windows
opening onto a narrow front garden
2 x 12m (6½ x 39ft) sunk below street
level and backed by a high brick wall.
Hosh wanted this to be a romantic,
elegant space inspired by the
Victorian character of the coach
house, and Chris has designed a crisp
gravel walk subdivided by panels of
aged York stone. Hornbeam pillars
are set against the wall, and clumps
of cloud-pruned box subdivide the
space into compartments, into which
Chris has dropped a series of quirky
elements. In one is an oak auricula
theatre, in another a rustic tree-root
bench; these become points of
interest along the path and also eyecatchers in carefully constructed
tableaux to be viewed from each
window. The gravel has been planted
with self-seeders, including white
valerian and Calamintha nepeta
subsp. nepeta ‘Blue Cloud’, so that
in summer there is a sense of nature
colonising the space. A sculptural
field maple creates a focal point at
the end of the space and peeps over
the wall to the street outside. Bistro
tables and chairs with peeling paint
create a sense of faded elegance.

Extending living
space into the garden
The 10 x 8m (33 x 26ft) garden at
the side of the house is designed
as a modernist ‘garden room’ with
overlapping horizontal and vertical
planes. On the boundary a hornbeam
hedge overlaps timber trellis panels;
a concrete terrace is overlapped by a
hardwood timber deck; and a zinc
water tank floats over planting. This
layering has been designed to echo
the varied history of the site and
provides a sense of space and depth.
The back garden borrows elements
from the interior: a polished concrete
floor runs seamlessly out from the
building and a sculptural wall
extends from the living room. This
wall is constructed from thousands
of stacked Japanese ceramic tiles
that create a mesmerising, pleated
effect. A water feature comprised of
steel pipes uses distressed steel to
match the interior, and a concrete
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dining table designed by Sally
Mackereth has the appearance of
rusting metal. When a vast picture
window pivots open to form a glass
canopy over the terrace, the garden
truly becomes an extension of inside.

Planting in place
A mature ash tree forms a backdrop
to the back garden, with a raised
timber deck laid at the tree’s feet to
protect its roots. Beside the deck and
at the centre of the garden, a rectangular border includes a zinc water
tank, almost hidden in summer but
gradually exposed as plants die down.
Planting in the border includes
textural perennials, grasses and ferns,
selected for year-round interest.

Elements of design style
1 A wall of stacked Japanese ceramic
tiles contrasts texturally with clipped box
in the back courtyard garden.
2 Planting softens paving, decking, a zinc
water tank and other design features
within the back garden.
3 The water tank strikes an element of
tranquillity, heightened by lush planting.
4 In the narrow front garden, the stems
of a field maple, set against a pale wall,
provide an effective focal point.
5 An auricula theatre injects a touch of
classical elegance and colour to the coach
house courtyard garden.
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These range from lime-green tulips
and Euphorbia palustris in spring,
through purples and whites of
Allium cristophii and Nepeta
racemosa ‘Walker’s Low’, Aruncus
aethusifolius and Verbascum chaixii
‘Album’ in summer, to billowing
Anemone x hybrida ‘Honorine
Jobert’ and Miscanthus sinensis
‘Morning Light’ in autumn.
Beneath the ash, shade-loving
Sarcococca confusa and Hydrangea
paniculata ‘Grandiflora’ jostle with
hellebores and Dryopteris filix-mas.
This changing palette is seen against
clipped form: the hornbeam hedge, a
panel of Lonicera pileata and cloudpruned box against the pleated wall.
Five years after completion, both
gardens have been kept almost
exactly as designed, testament to the
strength of the original concept, and
the close involvement of client and
architect in the design process.
This is a pair of gardens which
make great use of limited space
without ever feeling cluttered. At the
same time they relate seamlessly to
the surrounding architecture in a
witty and thoughtful way.£
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